FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

New iOS App : Mauvio by Accusonus - make your mobile videos
sound professional using simple sliders! (iPhone & iPad)
Massachusetts, U.S. (May 26, 2020) - Accusonus announce the release of Mauvio, an
intuitive iOS app for mobile video creators. Mauvio helps you take the sound of your
mobile videos to the next level, with minimal effort. It can be used in parallel with any
video editor/app. This enables you to create professional video content from scratch,
wherever you are!
Creative video ideas spark at anytime and in any place. Thankfully, our smartphones
are multi-media powerhouses with multi-camera setups and advanced video algorithms.
But what about audio, the other 50% of your video?
Meet Mauvio, the sound studio in the palm of your hand. Mauvio brings Accusonus’
professional audio tools to mobile video editing. Use Mauvio to improve the recorded
sound of your video with filters that only have one control.
Click here to try Mauvio on your own mobile videos!
How it works
● Import a video to Mauvio or record a new one directly through the app
● Use Mauvio’s one-slider filters to instantly repair & enhance your audio
● Save the video to your Library or share it directly to social media and other video
editing apps!

Mauvio : What’s Included

Mauvio currently has 4 filters (more coming soon) :
● De-noise | Bring down the noise - Instantly reduce background noise (air
conditioners, computer fans, busy roads, and machinery or electric noise like
hum, buzz and hiss.)
● Balance | Loud and clear - Balance out your video’s uneven audio levels of
speech, for more intelligibility. Maintain volume consistency throughout your
video.
● Enhance | Add “colour” to your sound - Use the “Enhance” filter to shape your
vocal tone and achieve broadcast-quality results. Give your content that
“professional” touch, with a simple slider!
● Volume | There’s also a volume control which allows you to intelligently boost or
reduce the loudness of your video, without compromising the audio quality.
These filters allow you to instantly boost the quality of your voice.
Accusonus is committed to bring professional audio quality to mobile video creators.
Μore filters and new creative features will be added to Mauvio in the next months!
Press Kit
For Mauvio product images & in app screenshots, please click here. (a .zip file will start
downloading)
Mauvio Product Video (Youtube)
Mauvio for iPhone & iPad — Make your mobile videos sound professional
Pricing and Availability
You can check out Mauvio for free, with a limited number of exports (10). The yearly
subscription is USD 9.99 & the monthly subscription is USD 2.99
Compatibility
Requires iOS 13.0 or later. Compatible with iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch.

About Accusonus

We are a team of engineers, musicians and audio experts who believe that sound
design and audio repair should be fast, simple and accessible to everyone. We believe
that computers are ideal tools for creating, inspiring the content creators of the future.
That’s why we developed our own patented Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence
technology in order to enable previously unimaginable sound processing workflows.
Accusonus is based in Massachusetts (USA) and in Athens/Patras Greece. For more
information, please visit www.accusonus.com.

